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Companies House

Statement of satisfaction
in full or in part of charge

Company name: URBAN EDGE GROUP LIMITED
Company number: 02795728

Received for Electronic Filing: 17/09/2015

Details of Satisfaction

Charge created (or property acquired) before 6th April 2013.

Date of creation: 30/01/2006

Description of instrument: LEGAL CHARGE

Short Particulars: F/H PROPERTY THE CANNONS CROSS YORK STREET LEEDS T/NO WYK324923,F/H 36,38,40 AND 42 NEW INN YARD SHOREDITCH T/NO EGL167606,F/H 73 AND 75 CURTAIN ROAD SHOREDITCH T/NO EGL406809 (FOR DETAILS OF FURTHER PROPERTIES CHARGED PLEASE REFER TO FORM 395) TOGETHER WITH ALL BUILDINGS FIXTURES (INCLUDING TRADE FIXTURES) FIXED PLANT AND MACHINERY THEREON THE GOODWILL OF ANY BUSINESS CARRIED ON AT THE PROPERTY THE BENEFIT OF ANY LICENCES AND REGISTRATIONS REQUIRED IN THE RUNNING OF SUCH BUSINESS SEE THE MORTGAGE CHARGE DOCUMENT FOR FULL DETAILS

Satisfaction of charge: In full

Details of the person delivering this statement and their interest in the charge

Name: BEN CHESTERFIELD
Address: 91 PAUL STREET LONDON ENGLAND EC2A 4NY
Interest: CHARGOR
Authentication of Form

This form was authorised by: a person with an interest in the registration of the charge.